Introduction {#S0001}
============

Disruptive Behavior Disorders (DBDs) are among the most prevalent juvenile psychopathological problems[@CIT0001] and represent a common reason for children and adolescents' referrals to mental health clinics.[@CIT0002] Adolescents with DBDs could show a broad and heterogeneous range of harmful behaviors, such as aggressive conduct (e.g., assaulting, bullying, being cruel), cover status offences (breaking rules, swearing) property violations (vandalizing, stealing, setting fire), and oppositional overt behaviors (angry-resentful, annoying others, defying adults' requests).[@CIT0003] The persistence of these severe behavioral problems from childhood to late adolescence is associated with psychosocial impairment, poor diagnosis, and antisocial outcomes,[@CIT0004] and also with anti-social personality disorder in adulthood.[@CIT0005] Thus, a large number of researchers have explored the possible multiple risk factors that could foster the crystalizing of disruptive behaviors over the course of development.

Overall, recent literature suggested that children more at risk to persevere in disruptive behaviors are mainly characterized, at an individual level, by difficulties related to both moral emotions (e.g., lack of empathy and scarce of sense of guilt), and moral cognition (e.g., weak moral judgment and low personal responsibility).[@CIT0006],[@CIT0007] Disruptive behavior could represent an (un)moral behavioral component of multi-dimensional construct of morality that includes affective and cognitive aspects.[@CIT0008] Specifically, while affective morality refers to affective processes that allow establishing authentic and empathic relationships with others, cognitive morality refers to cognitive processes that allow regulating the moral behavior in social interactions. Within a personality psychology framework, both these processes are related to (un)moral functioning and behavior and could crystallize into stable cognitive-affective structure over the course of the development. Thus, it is pivotal to investigate their interplay between affective and cognitive processes the better to understand how to intervene to contrast disruptive behavior and its antisocial outcomes, such as antisocial personality disorders. Despite scholars from different fields have suggested the opportunity to understand how affective and cognitive moral dimensions jointly operate in explaining moral conduct,[@CIT0009] only few studies have investigated their relationship in relation to disruptive behavior during adolescence specifically.

The present review will exam the relationship between affective and cognitive processes implied in moral functioning by focusing on callous-unemotional traits (CU) and moral disengagement, two well-known aggression-related individual dimensions. CU refers to the lack of empathy and guilt, as well as shallow emotions[@CIT0010] and moral disengagement can be defined as a self-serving cognitive distortion aimed at "normalizing" antisocial, wrongful, and harmful behaviors. Recent studies have suggested a possible inter-relationship between CU and moral disengagement in explaining aggressive and disruptive conducts,[@CIT0011]--[@CIT0015] but results are preliminary and not conclusive. Indeed, scholars have suggested different hypotheses that will be exposed below in this manuscript. In addition, some differences in the findings may be due to the specific population examined (i.e., clinical or community sample) and the types of aggressive and antisocial behaviors investigated.[@CIT0016] It is noteworthy that these two dimensions have been studied by different branches of literature in clinically-, developmentally-, and criminologically-oriented research. Overall, to date, the relationship between CU and moral disengagement is still controversial and needs clarification because this would allow understanding how affective processes, rooted on biological bases,[@CIT0017],[@CIT0018] and cognitive processes, learned within social interactions,[@CIT0019] may reciprocally influence during the development, and jointly contribute to increase the risk of antisocial careers.

In terms of theoretical added value, the evaluation of the possible relationship between CU and moral disengagement could be useful to define a broader theoretical framework capturing the interplay between affective and cognitive processes to understand how the internal moral system works in youths at greater risk of following criminal pathways and developing antisocial disorders that would be then difficult to treat in adulthood.[@CIT0020] This could potentially result in practical implications for clinicians and psychologists operating in "at risk" social contexts. An integrated theoretical framework for the relationship between CU and moral disengagement could be also useful to design monitoring and intervention strategies for prevention and treatment of DBDs in adolescents at greater risk of emotional and moral detachment, and antisocial outcomes.

CU and MD: The Affective and Cognitive Faces of (Un)Morality {#S0001-S2001}
------------------------------------------------------------

As pertain to CU, authors suggested that they can designate a clinically important and etiologically distinct group of youths with conduct problems. CU traits involve lack of empathy and guilt, shallow and deficient emotions, and lack of care or concern about performance on tasks and others' feelings.[@CIT0021] CU traits have been included in the DSM-5 as part of a new specifier to the diagnostic criteria of Conduct Disorder, named "with limited prosocial emotions"[@CIT0022]

Callous-unemotional features encompass peculiar cognitive, affective, personality, biological, genetic, and social characteristics[@CIT0023]. Globally, studies showed that youths with CU traits engage in more severe and persistent patterns of antisocial behavior like delinquency and substance use,[@CIT0024],[@CIT0025] and show lower levels of prosocial behavior, social competence skills, and emotional regulation.[@CIT0026] More specifically, adolescents with DBDs diagnosis and high CU are not empathic with their victims, use aggression proactively to achieve instrumental goals and social and material benefits without feeling any forms of remorse, and can be highly manipulative.[@CIT0010] Due to these characteristics, they represent the most at-risk subgroup of children and adolescents with CD, highly disposed to becoming lifelong criminals.[@CIT0020]

Some authors hypothesized that the moral affectivity impairment associated with CU might be due to temperamental dispositions (i.e., being fearless, insensitive to punishment, low responsiveness to cues of distress in others), which seems to interfere with the normative development of moral conscience.[@CIT0027] Moreover, studies suggested that youths with CU and behavioral problems exhibit an impairment in the ability to naturally allocate their attention to socially salient cues, which in turn prevent them from adequately processing and recognizing emotional stimuli.[@CIT0028] This appears extremely important because emotion recognition abilities are necessary to respond in an empathic way: if one cannot correctly identify distress caused to others, one is more likely to continue with harmful behaviors. Moreover, in a developmental study, CU has been posited to represent an impediment for the development of moral conscience since "callous youths are likely to exhibit permissive attitudes toward wrongdoing, especially when confronted with a potential justification for the act".[@CIT0015] Finally, studies showed widespread altered neural activation patterns that compromise moral evaluation.[@CIT0029] As suggested by Blair and Cipollotti's model,[@CIT0030] a general emotional impairment may affect the development of moral thought, eventually leading to immoral and careless behavior.

With regard to cognitive processes, literature has extensively discussed the role of moral thinking in explanations of aggressive and deviant behaviors. In particular, authors have mainly focused their research on the link between moral thought and deviant behavior, suggesting that youths with low level of moral maturity are more at risk of engaging in antisocial behaviors.[@CIT0007] However, the presence of unmoral behavior of deviant adolescents does not necessarily imply a deficit in moral knowing.[@CIT0071] Indeed, despite callous adolescents can know the differences between what is right and what is wrong,[@CIT0008],[@CIT0031] this is not sufficient to motivate them towards good behavior or inhibit misbehavior. Concerning the inconsistency between moral thought and moral behavior,[@CIT0031],[@CIT0032] literature on aggression field[@CIT0033]--[@CIT0035] has stressed the role of cognitive distortion in reframing the meaning of one's own and others' behavior providing an alternative "deviant" way to regulate (un)moral behavior. Cognitive distortion is an umbrella term referring to some processes that permit to interpret immoral behavior as appropriate and legitimized behavior with the aim of achieving one's own personal goals. The literature on cognitive distortion is extensive and different theoretical approaches and measures have been proposed,[@CIT0078],[@CIT0079] such as the theory of neutralization techniques,[@CIT0080] Gibbs's theory of self-serving cognitive,[@CIT0081] and the social learning theory.[@CIT0055],[@CIT0072] In the present study, we take into account the moral disengagement mechanisms, a conceptualization of self-serving cognitive distortions in a social cognitive framework. Specifically, the moral disengagement has been introduced by Bandura in the theory of Moral Agency.[@CIT0019],[@CIT0036] Bandura has highlighted that despite people are able to keep their conduct in line with their principles and systems of norms thanks to their self-regulatory capabilities, the moral self-regulatory moral system does not ensure behavioral consistency. Indeed, moral control could be selectively "deactivated" to protect one's own moral image. Moral disengagement mechanisms could come into play to resolve the dissonance between what individuals know to be the right thing to do and what they actually do. These self-serving processes operate by re-construing the meaning of harmful behaviors (behavioral locus), minimizing personal responsibility for antisocial acts (agency locus), disregarding the injurious consequences resulting from harmful conduct (outcome locus), and blaming and dehumanizing the victim (recipient locus). At the behavioral level, the aggressive and detrimental behavior can be made acceptable, less repugnant and even sanitized by means of moral justification, euphemistic language, and advantageous comparison. At the agency level, moral disengagement mechanisms operate to obscure or deny the personal responsibility of harm that one causes. This occurs through the displacement and diffusion of responsibility. At the outcome level, the mechanism of distortion of consequences permits to avoid self-deterring. The distortion of consequences is often highlighted in the literature on aggression, attesting that aggressive youths estimate more positive outcomes than negative ones as a result of their negative behavior.[@CIT0037],[@CIT0038] Moreover, the misrepresentation may involve active efforts to discredit evidence of the harm they cause. Finally, at recipient level, dehumanization divests people of human qualities -- viewing persons as subhuman objects -- and attribution of blame permit to perceive aggressive actions as justifiable reactions resulting from the same target of their behavior.

These mechanisms could be learned and reinforced during the development through the observation of others' social interactions and through an individual's direct experience with others. Repeated stances of moral disengagement mechanism lead to its routinization and to the normalization of antisocial behavior.[@CIT0015],[@CIT0019] For some children, during development moral disengagement mechanisms could become crystallized into a "habitual" mindset that transforms reprehensible conduct into acceptable and appropriate means to pursue one's own goals.[@CIT0039]

Rationale & Aims {#S0002}
================

Consistently with the idea that CU and moral disengagement capture two kinds of processes -- respectively, affective and cognitive -- jointly operating in predicting aggressive and deviant behaviors, the general hypothesis of the present contribution is that in case of adolescents with disruptive behaviors, these two potentially pathogenic paths are strictly related and operate together. Indeed, it is possible to expect a coherent (un)moral functioning in adolescents regarding both emotional impairments and cognitive distortions. More specifically, as suggested by the literature on morality,[@CIT0009] individual differences, and aggression during the development[@CIT0015] we expect that moral affective processes can orient moral thinking. This is also in line with evidences from clinical and developmental studies that have examined separately CU and moral disengagement. On the one hand, CU is associated with the perception of aggression as an acceptable mean to interact with other, and with the minimizing of the harmful consequences.[@CIT0040] On the other hand, the activation of moral disengagement allows individuals to act despicable conduct avoiding remorse and guilt,[@CIT0019] and is promoted by low empathic concern for others.[@CIT0013],[@CIT0041] Moreover, a potential support for the interrelationship between CU and moral disengagement also derives from neuroscience studies. In particular, neuroimaging researches have attested that moral affective activation is strongly related to process concerning moral agency,[@CIT0042] and that in general, the relationship between cognitive and affective processes is essential to understand moral decision-making and the engagement in moral conducts.[@CIT0043]

To explore the possible interplay between CU and moral disengagement the aim of the present review is to compile and discuss the existing literature on this topic integrating studies coming from different research areas interested to prevent and contrast disruptive behaviors and its antisocial outcomes. Indeed, a review of different theoretical approaches and methodologies can be helpful to put in evidence the nuances of possible interactions of CU and moral disengagement during adolescence, a sensible developmental phase for building of moral identity,[@CIT0032] escalation and chronicization of deviant behavior[@CIT0044] and related dysfunctional intra-individual processes.[@CIT0015],[@CIT0039]

Method {#S0003}
======

This review is based on a systematic search of three relevant computer databases: PsycINFO, Pubmed, and Pubpsych. The search strategy combined terms to identify studies investigating CU traits and moral disengagement (MD) among youths (moral\* OR cognitive distort\* OR neutraliz\* OR self serving OR empat\*) AND (callous unemotional OR psychopathy) AND (child\* OR adolescen\* OR youth OR young). Wildcard operators (\*) were used to include all possible suffixes on a relevant search term (such as the terms "adolescence" and "adolescent" captured by the wildcard operator "adolescen\*").

The search was conducted on 7 January 2019 and 1005 records were identified (specifically, N = 565 on PsycINFO database; N = 249 on Pubmed and N = 191 on Pubpsych). From total records identified, N = 292 duplicate entries were removed. Then, titles and abstracts were screened to determine if the studies were eligible for inclusion.

The inclusion criteria were: - The manuscript must have described original research (i.e., reviews and meta-analyses were not included);- Studies must have considered both callous-unemotional traits and moral disengagement;- Studies must have recruited samples composed by adolescent population (age range 11--19).

If questions about eligibility remained, then the entire article was reviewed to determine if inclusion criteria were met. Only published, peer-reviewed articles in English were selected and no limitations were put on publication dates.

Furthermore, references of review articles were evaluated to ensure no articles were missed. Three additional studies were included after this secondary review. So, the full texts of 28 potentially relevant studies were examined to assess whether they met the inclusion criteria of the review. After inspecting these 28 papers, 15 were removed (mostly because did not specifically evaluate moral disengagement in youths).

[Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"} shows a flow diagram of the article review process. Figure 1Flow diagram

Among the 13 studies resulting from the final selection, N = 8 have related the CU traits with the specific construct of moral disengagement, as conceptualized by Bandura,[@CIT0019],[@CIT0036],[@CIT0045] while N = 5 focused on moral thinking in relation to various aggressive/delinquent situations. [Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"} summarizes study characteristics. Thus, studies were reviewed in a narrative and qualitative synthesis, according to research aims. Table 1Characteristics of Included StudiesStudyDesignCountrySample SizeType of Sample% FemalesAge Range (Years)Measure of Moral DisengagementMeasure of CU TraitsMoral disengagementDeLisi et al[@CIT0011]CUSAN=252Clinic-referred39.68%14--1815-item version of the MDS (Y)YPI (Y)Gini et al[@CIT0012]CItalyN= 243Representative41.56%11--1514-item version of the MDS (Y)YPI-SCV (Y)Hyde et al[@CIT0013]LUSAN=187High risk0%From 1.5 years to 15--17MDS (Y)CADS (P;Y)Muratori et al[@CIT0046]LItaly55Clinic-referred9.09%13--16MDS (Y)APSD-PR (P)Paciello et al[@CIT0047]CItalyN=90Clinic-referred14.4%11--18MDS (Y)ICU-Y (Y)Shulman et al[@CIT0015]LUSAN=1169Clinic-referred0%14--17MDS (Y)YPI (Y)Sijtsema et al[@CIT0048]LNetherN=502 −206Representative49%Mean age at first wave = 13.57MDS (Y)Dirty Dozen[@CIT0049] (Y)Walters and DeLisi[@CIT0050]CUSAN= 1354Clinic-referred13,59%14--17MDS (Y)PCL: YV (Y)Moral thinkingChandler and Moran[@CIT0051]CCanadaN= 80Clinic-referred0%14--17Three dilemmas from Kohlberg's standard Moral Judgment Interview (MJI) (I)17-item version of PCL (Y)Lorber et al[@CIT0052]CUSAN=76Representative25%10--19OEQ (V)\
OVQ (V)ICU-Y (Y)\
APSD (Y)Pardini et al[@CIT0040]CUSAN=169Clinic-referred42.6%Mean age 15.81 (sd=1.26)OEQ (V)\
OVQ (V)APSD (Y)\
IRI (Y)Thornberg and Jungert[@CIT0038]CSwedenN=381Representative48.03%10--13.5Vignettes for Moral reasoning in Bullying[@CIT0053] (V)ICU-Y (Y)Van Leeuwen et al[@CIT0054]CFranceN=972Representative49%14--21HIT-Q (Y)YPI (Y)[^1]

All studies included in this review were original research published from 1990 to 2019. Specifically, research selected were N=4 longitudinal studies[@CIT0013],[@CIT0015],[@CIT0046],[@CIT0048] and N=9 cross-sectional studies.[@CIT0011],[@CIT0012],[@CIT0038],[@CIT0040],[@CIT0047],[@CIT0050]--[@CIT0052],[@CIT0054]

With regard to the Countries in which the studies examined were carried out, N=6 studies were carried out in the USA,[@CIT0011],[@CIT0013],[@CIT0015],[@CIT0040],[@CIT0050],[@CIT0052] N=3 in Italy,[@CIT0012],[@CIT0046],[@CIT0047] and the others in Netherland,[@CIT0048] Canada,[@CIT0051] Sweden,[@CIT0038] and France.[@CIT0054]

Studies' Characteristics {#S0003-S2001}
------------------------

On the basis of the journal in which the articles were published, it is clear that these concern different fields of research: clinical, developmental and criminological. Furthermore, across all 13 studies examined, N = 4 focused on community samples,[@CIT0012],[@CIT0038],[@CIT0048],[@CIT0054] and one study focused on high-risk sample;[@CIT0013] furthermore, N = 6 studies considered adjudicated juvenile delinquent[@CIT0011],[@CIT0015],[@CIT0040],[@CIT0050]--[@CIT0052] and N = 2 considered samples of adolescents diagnosed with disruptive behavior disorder.[@CIT0046],[@CIT0047] Interestingly, studies on sample of adolescents diagnosed with DBD were performed only in Italy, while studies on juvenile offenders or adjudicated delinquent were carried out mostly in the USA. The sample size was bigger in studies with adjudicated juvenile delinquent adolescents.

As regards measures to assess moral disengagement, N = 8 studies used MDS[@CIT0011]--[@CIT0013],[@CIT0015],[@CIT0046]--[@CIT0048],[@CIT0050] and all these studies have reported internal consistent values of MDS, with Cronbach's alpha ranged from 0.77 to 0.91. Other studies used other tools (i.e., vignettes, interviews, and self-report questionnaires) to assess moral thinking in relation to various aggressive/delinquent situations. Specifically, Chandler and Moran[@CIT0051] used Moral Judgment Interview on three dilemmas; N = 3 studies used vignettes: Lorber et al[@CIT0052] and Pardini et al[@CIT0040] used OEQ e OVQ, while Thornberg and Jungert[@CIT0038] used vignettes relating to bullying situations. Finally, van Leeuwen et al[@CIT0054] used a self-report questionnaire for self-serving cognitions, The How I Think Questionnaire.[@CIT0065]

As regards the CU traits, one study used report form questionnaire filled out by parents[@CIT0046] (APSD-PR) and another study used cross informant measure[@CIT0013] (CADS, filled out by parents and youths). However, most studies used self-report questionnaires: YPI,[@CIT0011],[@CIT0015],[@CIT0054] YPI-SCV,[@CIT0012] ICU-Y,[@CIT0038],[@CIT0040],[@CIT0047],[@CIT0052] Dirty Dozen,[@CIT0048] PCL: YV[@CIT0050] and the 17-item version of PCL.[@CIT0051] Finally, N = 2 studies used in addiction the self-report questionnaire APSD.[@CIT0040],[@CIT0052]

Some studies did not report Cronbach's alpha for measures to assess CU traits,[@CIT0040],[@CIT0051] while Cronbach's alpha reported by the other studies ranged from 0.71 to 0.90. Studies on community samples have assessed aggressive or delinquent behaviors with different self-report measures: Aggressive behavior 24 items self-report scale,[@CIT0012],[@CIT0066] Antisocial Behavior Questionnaire,[@CIT0048],[@CIT0067] Direct and indirect aggression scale,[@CIT0048],[@CIT0068] Self-Report of Delinquency Questionnaire,[@CIT0013],[@CIT0069] The Revised Olweus Bully/Victim Questionnaire,[@CIT0038] and the Questionnaire de Délinquance Autorévélée.[@CIT0054],[@CIT0070] Cronbach's alpha for these measures ranged from 0.81 to 0.92.

Results {#S0004}
=======

On the basis of the research question, studies were grouped based on the patterns of relationships that emerged among the variables investigated (CU, moral disengagement, and externalizing behaviors). Starting from Chandler and Moran's study,[@CIT0051] several years later, Pardini et al[@CIT0040] and Lorber et al[@CIT0052] (who replicated Pardini's study) studied the relationship between CU and the outcome expectations in aggressive situations, and found mixed results. Specifically, while Pardini et al[@CIT0040] found that CU traits predicted the outcome expectancy variables, Lorber et al[@CIT0052] did not find this association.

Therefore, research has become increasingly interested in the relationships between these variables. Gini et al[@CIT0012] assumed that the relationships between the variables followed the model shown in [Figure 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}. On the other hand, the study found that moral disengagement moderated the relationship between impulsive-irresponsible traits and aggression and between grandiose-manipulative traits and aggressive behavior, but not between CU traits and aggressive behavior. Figure 2Moral disengagement moderates the relationship between CU and externalizing behavior.

Thus, authors did not find a moderation effect of the moral disengagement in the CU-Externalizing behavior relationship. On the other hand, the retrospective study of DeLisi et al[@CIT0011] aimed to verify the moderation role of CU traits; the authors found that moral disengagement mediated the relationship between CU and earlier criminal onset, only when youths reported low psychopathy. It should be noted that most of the studies proposed and verified the model shown in [Figure 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}, in which moral disengagement mediates the relationship between CU and Externalizing behaviors. Figure 3Moral disengagement mediates the relationship between CU traits and externalizing behaviors.

Specifically, Hyde et al[@CIT0013] longitudinally studied the precursors of moral disengagement in adolescence, finding the mediator role of moral disengagement. In fact, this study found that empathy assessed at 12 years of age was the most robust negative predictor of moral disengagement in later adolescence. This study has verified a path in which high levels of rejecting parenting may lead to lower levels of empathy and contribute with neighborhood impoverishment to high moral disengagement linking to later antisocial behavior.

Furthermore, results of Walters and DeLisi's study[@CIT0050] found the mediator role of moral disengagement in the relationship between core personality features of psychopathy and violence and in the relationship between behavioral deviance and violence.

Also Thornberg and Jungert[@CIT0038] verified the model shown in [Figure 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}. The results of this study suggested that CU traits were indirectly associated with bullying through the reduced use of harm-effect moral reasoning. Moreover, in a longitudinal study with juvenile offenders, Shulman et al[@CIT0015] found that moral disengagement and offending behavior decreased over time and their longitudinal relationship persisted even after accounting for the significant effects of CU on both moral disengagement and self-report offending. Furthermore, the authors found that CU traits were strongly correlated with moral disengagement and moderately correlated with self-reported offending, suggesting that the contribution of CU traits to antisocial behavior is distinct from that of moral disengagement. All these studies verified the model in [Figure 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}. However, the interesting results of the van Leeuwen et al[@CIT0054] study should be highlighted. In fact, the authors found two possible alternative models. If on the one hand, one model showed as self-serving cognitions mediated the relationships between CU traits and antisocial behaviors (as illustrated in [Figure 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}), on the other hand, authors also found that CU traits mediated the relationship between self-serving cognitions and antisocial behaviors (see [Figure 4](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}). This model was stronger in boys. Figure 4CU traits mediated the relationship between self-serving cognitions and antisocial behaviors.

Moreover, Sijtsema et al[@CIT0048] aimed to verify longitudinal relationship between MD, dark personality characteristics (Machiavellianism, narcissism, and psychopathy) and antisocial behaviors in adolescents. These authors found no support for the hypothesis of the mediator role of moral disengagement. Instead, authors found the longitudinal influences of antisocial behavior on moral disengagement and on dark personality, but only in boys, underlining the weight of past behaviors ([Figure 5](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 5Externalizing behaviors predict moral disengagement and CU.

Thus, it is possible to see that the studies underlined a complex relationship between these constructs. As a matter of fact, the study of Muratori et al[@CIT0046] found a complex and reciprocal interplay between CU and moral disengagement (see [Figure 6](#F0006){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 6Model found in the study of Muratori et al.[@CIT0046]

Specifically, authors found that higher levels of moral disengagement when youth were 14 years old predicted higher levels of CU traits one year later; nonetheless, the authors also found that CU traits at 14 years old predicted higher levels of moral disengagement one year later. Interestingly, rule-breaking behavioral problems were significantly predicted from moral disengagement and not from CU.

Also, investigating these complex relationships between moral disengagement and CU, interesting results were found from Paciello et al[@CIT0047] which aimed to identify CU and moral disengagement configurations in adolescents with DBD diagnosis. Results found three different clusters of adolescents on the base of moral disengagement and CU traits. Specifically, this study found a cluster characterized by high levels of both CU and moral disengagement, a cluster characterized by low scores of the same another cluster composed by adolescents with high levels of CU and average-low levels of moral disengagement. Investigating the relationship between clusters identified and behavioral profiles, these authors found that the interplay between higher moral disengagement and CU was associated with an increased severity of externalizing behaviors.

Discussion {#S0005}
==========

The first result of the present review concerns the paucity of studies that had jointly investigated both CU and moral disengagement. Moreover, the few studies on this topic come from three research fields (clinical, developmental, and criminological), that draw their studies rooting on different theoretical and methodological approaches. Indeed, the current review suggests some possible conclusions by integrating these different approaches by focusing on the diverse possible behavioral manifestations associated with DBD, as, for example, bullying in the case of development field, aggression, and externalizing behaviors in the case of clinical psychology, and offences in the case of criminological research area.

Overall, one main model posited that moral disengagement mechanisms mediate the relationship between psychopathic traits and aggressive and deviant behavior.[@CIT0050] However, also other alternative models were posited and tested. One proposes that these kind of self-serving cognitive distortion mediates the relationship between aggressive and deviant behavior and psychopathic tendency.[@CIT0048] A second one suggests that moral disengagement could influence CU,[@CIT0054] other models have posited a possible moderation of CU[@CIT0011] or moral disengagement[@CIT0012] and finally some authors have suggested that during the development these two individual dimensions reciprocally influence[@CIT0046] and are strictly interrelated in the more serious cases.[@CIT0047]

With regard to the main model, the hypothesis is in line with clinical[@CIT0071] and more general moral literature[@CIT0009] attesting that affective processes can affect moral cognitive ones. In the specific case of CU and moral disengagement, the emotional impairment of DBDs adolescents could lead to cognitive process supporting unmorally behaviors. The effect of CU on moral disengagement that in turn affect behavior has been supported in Shulman et al's longitudinal study[@CIT0015] and Walters and DeLisi's work[@CIT0050] attesting that moral disengagement could be a result of emotional dysfunction. This path suggests that a way of contrasting the development of moral disengagement mindset could be the improvement of emphatic and emotional skills. The difficulty of DBD's cluster with CU to feel the others needs and to recognize their rights can facilitate the adoption of self-serving processes that normalize and legitimate damaging behavior during social interactions. Parallel, the frequent recourse to harmful and aggressive behavior associated with emotional impairment of these adolescents can represent an adding risk factor in the routinization of self-serving justification. Indeed, in line with Bandura's theory,[@CIT0019] some studies have underlined that not only affective dimension but also past behavior may influence the adoption of moral disengagement mechanisms (especially in the case of boys[@CIT0048]).

With regard to the influence of moral disengagement on CU, longitudinal studies attested that the recourse to moral disengagement mechanisms is related to a decrease in moral emotions, such as guilt,[@CIT0039] which may result in an increase of psychopathic traits.[@CIT0046],[@CIT0048] In fact, moral disengagement may lead to a sort of "moral desensitization", with the subject becoming gradually more tolerant towards the discomfort "until, eventually, acts originally regarded as abhorrent can be performed without much distress"[@CIT0072] This possible path suggested that intervention on specific social information-processing patterns could influence the development of CU. For example, in line with clinical literature[@CIT0040] (with the only except for one study[@CIT0052]), adolescents with CU can benefit from intervention on cognitive processes related to the outcome distortion since they are hyper-focused on reward and less focused to cues of punishment,[@CIT0073] more concerned about dominating others,[@CIT0037] and careless to harm-effect of their behavior.[@CIT0038]

Some moderating hypotheses in literature are also noteworthy. With regards to the role of moral disengagement as a moderator, there is only one cross-sectional study on a community sample[@CIT0012] that shows a non-significant interaction between these variables when examining proactive and reactive aggression. With regard to moderating role of CU, the conclusions are contrasting. On one hand, echoing Stams' meta-analysis,[@CIT0007] criminological literature[@CIT0011] has suggested that psychopathic traits could moderate the relationship between moral disengagement and antisocial behavior (i.e., delinquency). In other terms male adolescents with CU traits could not necessitate disengaging to reduce a possible sense of guilt or remorse, they just do.[@CIT0011] However, in the developmental field when serious offenders with and without CU were compared[@CIT0015] the effect on moral disengagement on offences is significant in both cases. In addition, in the clinical studies,[@CIT0046],[@CIT0047] the cluster of adolescents with high CU may or may not show high level of moral disengagement, but only in the case of high moral disengagement, they show the most compromised profile. More specifically, DBD adolescents with higher levels of both CU and moral disengagement presented present higher levels of both aggressive and rule braking behaviors indicating a severely impaired profile.

Overall, most of scholars seem to conclude that different models can be plausible, suggesting that it is likely that during the adolescence the influence of moral disengagement and CU is reciprocal and longitudinal.[@CIT0046] CU and moral disengagement can move together in organizing and becoming chronic of antisocial affective-cognitive system, and in particular moral disengagement may give a free way to engage in disruptive behavior in adolescents with DBDs. The interplay between moral disengagement and CU could be crucial especially in the case of the cluster of adolescents with disruptive behavior, that are more demanding during the intervention processes and more compromised in prognostic terms. Especially for these adolescents it could be important to take into account also moral disengagement planning new intervention programs to reduce the levels of CU traits.[@CIT0082] These programs might target moral disengagement mechanisms that may promote high levels of CU traits in children and adolescents. However, no previous treatment studies have explicitly investigated moral disengagement as a possible intervention's target, despite the literature have showed that moral disengagement may lead to escalation of aggressive behaviors during childhood and adolescence in criminological, developmental and clinical fields. Thus, possible intervention implications of the present review may be (1) using specific tools to evaluate the levels of both CU and moral disengagement in screening and/or assessment of children and adolescents (2) tailoring more specific interventions for the different needs of youths, according to moral disengagement and CU levels. It is plausible that such interventions should include not only strategies to improve empathy capacity (the core deficit of CU traits) but also strategies to improve the individual's moral self-regulative functioning. For example, it could be useful to focus also on the motivational factor of behavior. To this end, our previous study showed that self-transcendence values may inhibit moral disengagement and promote prosocial behaviors[@CIT0083] so this would provide one strategy for the developers of new prevention intervention programs.

Conclusion and Future Research {#S0006}
==============================

It is important to underline that the studies presented here have different methodological differences. In particular, some studies employed longitudinal designs while others used a cross-sectional approach. Longitudinal studies are the studies better able to shed light on the investigated interplay between callous-unemotional traits, moral disengagement, and disruptive behavior, specifically in developmental age. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that longitudinal studies also show mixed results. While Hyde et al[@CIT0013] found the mediator role of moral disengagement, Shulman et al[@CIT0015] found that the contribution of CU traits to antisocial behavior is distinct from that of moral disengagement. On the other hand, Sijtsema et al[@CIT0048] found the longitudinal influences of antisocial behavior on moral disengagement and CU, but only in boys. Finally, Muratori et al[@CIT0046] found a complex and reciprocal interplay between CU and moral disengagement. As you can see, several longitudinal studies also show that the relationship between these variables is complex in this specific age group. Moreover, based on different lens and approach (clinical, developmental, and criminological), the behavioral outcomes changed. Thus, it is possible that some inconsistencies among research results are also due to different examined behaviors that could be a different phenotypic expression of the same problem during the development.

Notwithstanding these methodological issue, the present review suggests that the stability of these maladaptive processes is related to complex interactions between the social contextual factor that support biological characteristics that do not necessarily imply an implacable condemnation. Indeed, for both moral disengagement and CU, trajectory models were estimated attesting a great variability during development.[@CIT0039],[@CIT0074] Unfortunately, to our best knowledge, no study has tested combined trajectories to verify whether the chronicizing of both processes is predicted by their reciprocal interaction.

In sum, the present review suggests that it is important to take into account both CU and moral disengagement especially in the case of more compromised cluster of disruptive behavior. It is probable that for these adolescents a vicious circle in which affective and cognitive processes maintain a moral and interpersonal disinvestment, exacerbates their problems during the development.[@CIT0074]--[@CIT0076] For these reasons, both these constructs can be important targets of intervention, but more effort should be put to understand how they operate together to prevent antisocial careers.
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[^1]: **Notes:** Design: L = Longitudinal study; C = Cross-sectional study; P = Prospective. Country: Nether = Netherlands. Measures: MDS = Moral Disengagement Scale;[@CIT0055] YPI = Youth Psychopathic traits Inventory;[@CIT0056] YPI-SCV = Youth Psychopathic Traits Inventory--Short Child Version;[@CIT0057] CADS = Child and Adolescent disposition Scale;[@CIT0058] APSD-PR = Antisocial Process Screening device--parent report;[@CIT0059] ICU-Y = Inventory of Callous-Unemotional Traits -- Youth version;[@CIT0060] PCL: YV = Psychopathy Checklist: Youth Version;[@CIT0061] OEQ = Outcome Expectancy Questionnaire (OEQ[@CIT0062]); OVQ = Outcome Values Questionnaire;[@CIT0063] IRI = The Interpersonal Reactivity Index,[@CIT0064] HIT-Q (The How I Think Questionnaire[@CIT0065]). Informant: (Y) = youth; (P) = parent; (I) = interview; (V) = vignette.
